I. Introduction. With the foundations of the theory of square integrable differentials on Riemann surfaces firmly laid (Ahlfors, [2; 3] ), it is natural to ask how much of the theory of closed surfaces can be generalized to open surfaces in terms of square integrable differentials. The Hilbert space of square integrable harmonic differentials seems an appropriate context in which to carry over the algebraic results which hold on closed surfaces. This paper investigates such questions with particular attention to generalizing Riemann's bilinear relation.
We begin with a Riemann surface W and the class I\ of all square integrable harmonic differentials defined on W. A harmonic differential is locally the differential of a function whose real and imaginary parts are harmonic functions. Suppose a differential w has the local representation u = adx+bdy. If we define the conjugate _•* of co by _>*= -bdx+ady, then we can equivalently define _ to be harmonic by requiring that <a and _* be closed differentials. Note that w**= -«. To say that _ is square integrable means that the integrals // (M2+ \b\2)dxdy are bounded as K ranges over all compact subsets of W. The Dirichlet norm of _, denoted ||w||, is defined so that ||w||2 is the supremum of such integrals. If a=a'dx+b'dy we define the inner product («, a) by (_, <r) = f f (aa' + bl')dxdy.
The fundamental result which makes this type of analysis fruitful is that Th is a Hilbert space. Now suppose that c is an oriented rectifiable path on W. Then we consider the integral of _• along c. If _ is closed and c is a cycle, then /co> depends only Presented to the Society, April 24, 1959 ; received by the editors September 14, 1959.
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on the homology class of c, and /cco is called the period of w along c. We say that c is a dividing cycle if for any compact set K, there is a cycle c' entirely outside K such that c is homologous to c'. If c is composed of Jordan curves, then this definition is easily seen to imply that c divides IF into at least two pieces.
By a finite Riemann surface, we shall mean the interior of a compact bordered surface. If IF is the finite surface, IF will denote the bordered surface of which W is the interior. The dividing cycles of IF are cycles homologous to sums of oriented boundary contours. We will consider boundary contours of W oriented so as to agree with the orientation induced by the conformal structure of IF.
If r" is a class of differentials, then T* is the class of differentials whose conjugates are in Tp. li A is a Riemann surface, we use the notation TP(A) to denote differentials of class Tp defined on A. If the surface in question is obvious we will use the shorter notation rp.
We now distinguish several classes of harmonic differentials on an open surface IF.
The'-exact harmonic differentials; that is, differentials of functions whose real and imaginary parts are harmonic on all of IF. r*0: the orthogonal complement in Th of r£. If W is a finite surface, then it can be shown that a>£rfco can be extended to be harmonic on IF and the extension will be zero along the contours of W(3).
Thse: semi-exact differentials; that is, differentials whose periods along the dividing cycles are all zero.
Thm'-harmonic measures; that is, the orthogonal complement in Th of r,*e. If IF is a finite surface then r*m = ThoCfThe-In this case Thm is the collection of differentials of linear combinations of harmonic measures of W. r": analytic differentials.
Note that for an analytic differential a it is true that a* = -ia. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use differential has finite Dirichlet norm, then T* = Tno = Th". Since it is well known that parabolic surfaces are of class 0Hd, we can say the same of them.
We consider further the periods of harmonic differentials. If c is a cycle, then fcw can be viewed as a linear functional on Th. It can be shown to be a bounded linear functional. By standard Hilbert space theory, there exists a harmonic differential a(c) so that /c_ = (_, a*(c)). Such a o(c) is unique, real, of class Tho, and depends only on the homology class of c. Applying the same result to Ta yields a unique analytic Schottky differential \p(c) which reproduces the periods of analytic differentials; that is, if aCVa then fca = (a, f(c)). It follows easily that a(c) = -2 Im {xp(c)} and a*(e) = 2 Re {\p(c)}, for a*(c) -ia(c) is analytic, and (a, a*(c) -i<r(c)) = (a, <r*(c)) + i(a, <r(c)) = (a, tr*(c)) + »(_*, o*(g)) (a* = -ia) = (a,<r*(c)) + (a,<r*(c)) = 2 j a = (a, 2*(c)).
If c and c' are cycles, then (a(c'), <r*(c)) is an integer, the actual intersection number, c'Xc, of c' and c. In order to investigate systematically periods on surfaces of infinite genus, we must introduce a canonical homology basis for the nondividing cycles. Ahlfors [l] has shown the following to be possible: From the definition of dividing cycles, it follows that if c is a dividing cycle then AjXc = BjXc = 0 for all/. <r(Aj) has zero periods on all cycles of the canonical basis except on Bk. Similarly for a (73*).
Note that a canonical homology basis will be referred to as a particular exhaustion.
We quote some further results which we will need later.
Theorem 2. I1*,, is spanned by the a(c)'s as c runs through all cycles.
In order to illustrate techniques used in this paper we include a proof of the following well known theorem. C) We will use the notation tt with or without subscripts to denote analytically embedded subregions. where u is a function defined separately on each contour of the boundary, dfi, of fi. If a is a contour of dfi, then u(p) =/P0co where po is a fixed point on a and the integration is in the positive sense of a.
The proof of Theorem 4 is similar to that of Theorem 3. The correction term fdaua arises from an application of Green's theorem. This correction is necessary since we assume only that co is semi-exact.
We now quote some classical results which we seek to generalize in this paper. For a closed surface IF the class of analytic differentials is a finite dimensional vector space of dimension equal to the genus g of the surface. If Ai, Bi, • ■ ■ , A0, Bg is a canonical homology basis for the cycles of IF, then an analytic differential is determined by its A periods. If cpk is the unique analytic differential satisfying JAjcpk = bik then for any analytic differential a we have a= ]r*-i °*c/>* where ak=fAka. These results follow simply from Theorem 3.
The problem of generalizing Theorem 3 is that of showing the convergence of the appropriate infinite sum to the desired inner product. An obvious method is to apply Theorem 4 to differentials in Th,e(W) restricted to fi" where {fi"} is an exhaustion of a particular type. The problem then is to show the vanishing of /aa"M^ as fin->W.
In The main result used in this paper for generalizing Theorem 3 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the validity of the bilinear relation with respect to a given canonical homology basis. The sufficiency of this condition for surfaces of class Ohd is due to Pfluger [2, pp. 187-189] . The method of proof follows elementary Banach space theory.
An analytic differential <pk satisfying jAj<t>k = bjk will be called a normal differential. Virtanen [l] has established the existence of normal differentials for any surface of class Ohd. Their unicity, then, is the remaining question. Fortunately, one only needs a weaker form of the bilinear relation in order that an analytic differential on a surface of class Ohd be determined by its A periods. In §11 we give a general criterion for the validity of this weaker form on surfaces of class 0Hd-This criterion, however, is not necessary. §11 includes an explicit construction of normal differentials. We also prove that if an analytic differential is determined by its A periods, then the normal differentials span r". This latter result is also due to Virtanen [l] . While our proofs are essentially the same as those of Virtanen, they seem to be technically simpler. Finally, we prove that if the most general form of the bilinear relation holds for all harmonic differentials on a surface of class Ohd, then for £ro, JZl=\ aypk converges strongly to a, where a* =/_,._. §111 is concerned with examples which show that the theory of §11 is neither vacuous nor all-encompassing.
We give a general criterion which insures the validity of the most general form of the bilinear relation. This condition, however, is very strong. The most important counter-example is a parabolic surface where the most general form of the bilinear relation does not hold for the most natural exhaustion.
We also exhibit a surface where Thm is a proper subset of YhofAThe-II. General theory. Let W he a Riemann surface. Let {fi"} be an exhaustion of W, and let A\, Bi, ■ • ■ , ApM, BpM, ■ • • be a corresponding canonical homology basis so that Ai, Bi, • ■ • , Ap^n), Bp(n) is a basis modulo the dividing cycles of fi".
Definition.
For crCVh(W) we define Tna as follows:
where ak=fAka and bk=JBka.
Thus Tna is in Th0(W) and has the same periods as a for Ax, ■ • • , BpM, all other A and B periods vanishing.
Definition.
For oEThSe(W) we will say that the generalized bilinear relation holds for cr if for all uETho, we have
/» sa C (* (co, cr*) = lim (co, (F"ct)*) = lim 23 J col ff -I a \ co.
»-»» »-»» *=1 J Ak a) Bk a) Ak J Bk Theorem 1. Let {fi"} and p(n) be as above. Choose aEThse. Let (Tna)* = Ona+Ena where OnaETho and E"aET*e. A necessary and sufficient condition that the generalized bilinear relation hold for a is that \\ 0na\\ be bounded as re-»oo.
Remarks. If WEOhd the sufficiency is due to Pfluger [2] . If WEOhd then (Tna)* already lies in Tho = Yh.
Proof. Sufficiency. For any coEYho(W) we wish to show that (co, (T"a)*) ->(co, a*) as re->oo.
Let 0nja be a subsequence of 0"a converging weakly to rEYho. Since ||0ncr|| is bounded there is at least one such subsequence.
For all coEYho we have Since r*+a is exact we have for all coETho(W) (co, t) = (co, ff*)
which together with equation (1) gives the desired result.
Necessity. If (co, (Fncr)*)-*(co, a*) ior all «Gr*", then (co, (Tna)*) is bounded for all wEYho-The result follows from the next theorem. Theorem 2. 7« order that ||0»cr|| be bounded as re->oo, it suffices that (co, (F"cr)*) be bounded for each coETho, the bound possibly depending on co.
Proof. Remember that (co, (F"cr)*) = (co, 0"cr). Since every continuous linear functional on Tho is expressed by an inner product, the hypothesis means that F(Ona) is bounded for each F in the conjugate space of r\0. This implies that |[0"a|| is bounded, q.e.d.
The question arises as to when the generalized bilinear relation converges in a uniform manner. The answer is that Ona must approach its weak limit r strongly.
Definition. The generalized bilinear expression (co, (Tna)*) is said to converge uniformly for aCAhse if for all e>0, there is an w0, so that for all coC^ho and n>n0 we have | (co, a*) -(co, (Tna)*) | < e||co||.
Theorem 3. The generalized bilinear relation converges uniformly for a£r"se if and only if Ona converges strongly to its weak limit r.
Proof. We continue the notation of the previous theorems. Suppose the bilinear relation converges uniformly for a£I\se.
We know by Theorem 1 that ||0"a|| is bounded, say by Tkf, as «->->. If e>0, we choose Mo so that if n>n0 we have
If n>n0, we let u = T -Ona and note that ||co|| ^||r|| +7kf. Thus \\t -0"a||2<e for all m>«0; that is Oncr->T strongly.
Conversely, if ||t -0"a||->0 as n-»«>, then
If WCOhd then the condition of Theorem 3 is that Tna-+cr strongly. In this case we can write a = lim" Tna.
We have considered so far the validity of the generalized bilinear relation for a single differential aCVhse-In §111 we shall give examples of surfaces which show that the generalized bilinear relation may hold for all differentials of class Thse but need not. We continue here with a more general discussion.
If the generalized bilinear relation holds for all harmonic differentials on a surface of class Ohd, then an analytic differential whose A periods vanish is itself zero. Fortunately, for surfaces of class Ohd one needs only the validity of a weaker form of the bilinear relation in order that analytic differentials be determined by their A periods. Definition.
If W is of class Ohd, {fin} an exhaustion of W and Ai, _>i, • • ■ , AP(n), BP("), ••• a corresponding canonical homology basis, then we say that the finite bilinear relation holds on W, if the bilinear relation holds for a and co when they both have a finite number of nonvanishing A periods; that is, (co, cr*) = 2~1 I "> I o -I ff I co,
The following lemma establishes some useful conditions which are equivalent to the validity of the finite bilinear relation. We must, however, first introduce two subspaces of Th that are important.
Definition. 21 is the subspace of Th spanned by the a(Af)'s. 23 is the subspace of Th spanned by the a(Bk)'s.
Thus 91 and 33 depend on the canonical homology basis. (c) The ip(Ak)'s are complete in Ta; that is, if aL\p(Af) for all k, then ct = 0.
Proof, (a) implies (c): Suppose aETa has all its A periods zero. Since a* = -ia it follows that i(a, a) = (a, a*). Applying the finite bilinear relation to (a, a*) yields the result.
(c) implies (b): Take a harmonic differential co which we assume to begin with is real. If co-L2I+2l*, then co+wo*J_2l*. Thus co+ico* is analytic and has zero A periods; thus co+ko* = 0. Hence co = 0.
If co is arbitrary and coL2l+2I*, then the real and imaginary parts of co are also perpendicular to 31+21*. Proof. Suppose co has zero A periods; that is co±2l*. We will show that co E 21 and apply criterion (b) of Lemma 4.
The hypothesis allows us to write u = a+b, where a(E2l and &£93. Since oJ-21* and co±2l*, we have 6J.2I*. But 6JJ8*, and so b has no A or B periods. Thus b = 0 and co£2l. q.e.d.
We now give an explicit construction of the normal differentials. Let a(Bk) =dk+Tk where 0jtE2I* and t4J_21*. Since a(Bk) is real and 21* is spanned by real differentials, we know that 0* and rk are real differentials. Let cpk = -0* -id*, an analytic differential. Since 0*i-2I* and rkL%*, we have f <t>* = (-«* -*»**, <r*(_!y)) Ay = (-<?*, «r*(",)) = (~ek -n, <r*(Aj)) = Skj.
Note that this construction does not depend on W being of class OhdLemma 6. If WCOhd then the 9ks span 21*.
Proof. Suppose a£~* and alBk for all k. Then a*£2I and therefore a*-L2I*; that is, a* has no A periods. Since r*-L"* by definition, we have al6k+Tk for all k; that is a_La(73jb) for all k. Thus a*±tr*(Bj) for all k. Therefore a* has no 73 periods, and so a* = 0. q.e.d.
We now show that if an analytic differential is determined by its A periods then the normal differentials span Ta. This generalizes to an extent the situation for compact surfaces.
Theorem 7 (Virtanen) .
Suppose WCOhd-If the \l/(Ak)'s span Ta, then the <pk's also span Ta.
Proof. Suppose a±<pk for all k. Then 2(a, Bk) = (a, dj)+(a*, 0?) = (a, 6j) -i(a, 6*) = (a, dk+idtt) = (a, -<pk) =0. By Lemma 6 we have aJ-21*. Thus a has vanishing A periods, and so a = 0. q.e.d.
Since all the steps in this proof are reversible we have also proven the converse of Theorem 7. Thus in Lemma 4 we may add a fourth equivalent condition that the <f>k's span Ta.
We now show that if the generalized bilinear relation holds on WCOhd, then we can express a as the weak limit of JZl=\ a^pk, where ak=JAka.
Theorem
8. Suppose that WCOhd-Let {fi"} be an exhaustion and Ai, Bi, • • • , Ap(n), Bp(n), ■ ■ ■ a corresponding canonical homology basis with respect to which the finite bilinear relation holds. Suppose further that the generalized bilinear relation holds for aCVa. If ak=fAka and bk=faka, then JZl-i a^k converges weakly to a as n-> <~.
Proof. By Theorems 1 and 2 we know that TnaCTho is bounded in norm as n-> <*. T"a = JZ ho-(Aj) -ako-(Bj).
*-i
Let dp(n) he the projection of Tna on "*. Then
and ||ctP(n)|] is bounded as re-*<x>. Then P(») pin) dp(n) + i&pln) = -2~1 ak(9k + ldk*) = 2~1 ak<Pk k=l i=l is bounded in norm as re->». Since analytic differentials are determined by their A periods, we see by checking periods that every weakly convergent subsequence of 2-^k-\ akcbk converges to a. Therefore, 2^,"-l o.kfpk->a weakly, q.e.d. Note that we may write the results of the last theorem as follows: 2fk~l (<*, \p(Af))ct>k-j>a weakly. Suppose the generalized bilinear relation holds for all harmonic differentials on IF. Then ^/<"> (a, \p(Ak))(cpk, /3) ->(a, 0) for all a, BETa. Consequently 2>n) (B, cpk)iP(Ak)->B weakly. We have thus proved the following corollary. This follows from the fact that limn F"cr(c) =a(c) for all cycles c and each cr£r,, may be approximated arbitrarily closely be finite linear combinations of the cr(^4)'s and a(B)'s. Analogous reasoning proves the corresponding result for the analytic differentials.
Since {Tn} is a sequence of linear operators on Th we may interpret the above result as follows:
Corollary 11. The generalized bilinear relation holds for all harmonic differentials on WEOhd if and only if the norms ||F"|| are bounded as re->=°.
We may summarize the above results by saying that the validity of the generalized bilinear relation on a surface of class Ohd insures us of the results which we obtain in the classical situation by means of the classical Riemann bilinear relation.
We conclude this section with a theorem which connects another form of the bilinear relation with the class of harmonic measures.
Definition. The special bilinear relation will be said to hold on a surface if the following is true: if oiC^ho, a£rn8(, and oo has a finite number of nonzero A and 73 periods, then (co, o-*) = JZ \ °> I a -I <j I co, a finite sum.
Theorem 12. The validity of the special bilinear relation on a surface W is equivalent to T,,m(W)=Tho(W)r\The(W).
Proof. If the special bilinear relation holds and coC^koAThe, then co has no A or B periods. Thus (co, a*)=0
for all aCVhse and so o>C^hm(W). Note that ThmC^ho^The always.
Conversely, if co CVho and ak= fAku and bk=fBkco thenco'=co-JZ*-i bka(Aj)
-aka(Bj) is in Tho^^he-Thus co' is in Thm and so (co', a*)=0. Expanding (co', a*) yields the result. III. Examples and counter examples. To construct surfaces which illustrate the previous theory we must impose strong conditions on the metric structure of the surface. The first lemma will establish our chief tool. Before proceeding to the lemma we will define for each finite surface fi a constant pn that measures the "width of the edge" of fi.
Let fi be a finite Riemann surface. Suppose dfi = U?=i T, where the T,-are the individual contours of dfi. We choose ring domains A!, in fi so that TiCRtWe assume that the 7?, are mutually disjoint. Let a; be the other contour of Ri and assume that a,-is an analytic Jordan curve. Let 7? = U,-i?" _■ = _,■_-,-. Let gR be the harmonic measure of a with respect to R. Let D(gR) be the square of the Dirichlet norm of dgR taken over R.
We now consider all possible choices of the Ri satisfying the conditions of the last paragraph.
Define jun to be the infimum of the D(gR)'s as R ranges over all possible choices. Proof. Choose e>0. Choose R = \J( Ri so that D(gR) Spa + e. Consider the subsurface of fi, fi -R = Si, which has a as its boundary.
Since a and dfi bound ring domains and the components of a are analytic Jordan curves we may choose the homology basis for Si and fi to be the same. Now let St be the subsurface bounded by the level curves, gR = t. Again St and fi have the same homology basis.
By Theorem 4 of the Introduction we compute (o>, <r*)s((5).
(1) (co, cr*)s, = i^\w\d-laioo+l ua = (co, crx*) + I ua.
k-lJ Ak J Bk a) Ak a) Bk J dSi aJ sst re is a function defined separately on each contour, sj, of St by u(p) = /Poco where poEs\, and integration is in the positive direction along s\. If s\ is the component of dSt lying in R{, equation (1) yields (2) | («,*i*) | ^ \i<*,o*)a,\ + E f<™-
We are led by the definition of u to the inequality Since e was arbitrary we have the desired result.
If we define 7a = ai, the above lemma gives a bound on the projection of TaCTho(tt) on l^/Ar^S).
Note that the lemma holds if co and a are in rAse(fi). The restriction in the hypothesis eliminates an obvious approximation argument.
We now define a type of finite subsurface which will occur often in this section.
Definition. A finite subsurface fi will be called regular il each component of W-A is not relatively compact in W and has only one contour in common with fi. Theorem 2. Let {fi"} be an exhaustion of W such that each fi" is regular and such that pnn is bounded as n-><*>. Then the generalized bilinear relation holds on W with respect to any canonical homology basis corresponding to the exhaustion {fi"}.
Proof. In the light of Theorems 1 and 2 of §11 we need only show that if co and a are semi-exact on W then (co, (Tna)*) is bounded as «-><», where T" is defined as before. But since co and a are semi-exact on each fi" we may apply Lemma 1 to conclude that (co, (Tna)*) ^(l-r-pn")||_|| ||a||, which by hypothesis is a bound independent of n. q.e.d. Note that if the ring domains corresponding to the fi"'s of the exhaustion are disjoint then the surface is parabolic. Note further that the proof does not require the fi" to be relatively compact in W. Finally it should be remarked that we know of no surface satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 2 which cannot be imbedded in a parabolic surface.
We now use Theorem 2 to construct a Riemann surface for which the generalized bilinear relation holds. Our example is the symmetric hyperelliptic Riemann surface. Let {a*}^°_i be a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers such that ak-»<~ as k-><». Denote by a" the segment between a2"_i and a2n. Now cut the plane along each slit. Take two copies of the slit plane ir+ and ir_ and cross identify along the slits in the usual way. This gives a two-sheeted ramified covering surface of the finite plane with branch points of multiplicity two over each an. The surface is of infinite genus and parabolic. We exhaust W by the portion fi" lying over the open disk with center at zero and radius a2n. fin is a regular subsurface. Let Rn be the ring domain in IF lying above the annulus a2n_i<|z| <a2". Then D(gRn) is 4ir/log (a2n/azn-i). While dRn is not a Jordan curve it is obvious that uan SD(gRn). In order that lim inf" D(gRf) < oo we need that a2n/a2"_i>p> 1 for a subsequence of the on's. This assures, via Theorem 2, the validity of the generalized bilinear relation for the appropriate exhaustion. It should be pointed out that the metric conditions imposed on these hyperelliptic surfaces are very strong. If we let Ena = Tna -Tn-icr, F0<t = 0, then it can be shown that || E*e^ Eka\\ S Afi||tr|| where A is any finite subset of the integers and Mi is a constant independent of A. It seems improbable that such a strong condition should hold in general on a surface for which the generalized bilinear relation holds; however, we know of no example which does not satisfy the strong condition.
The next part of this section is devoted to surfaces of class Ohd for which 21 is orthogonal to 93. We recall that 21 is the subspace of Th spanned by the a(Ak)'s and 93 is the subspace spanned by the a(Bk)'s. For such surfaces we know r^, = 91+93, and we may apply Theorem 5 of §11 and its consequences to such surfaces. The surfaces considered will be aribtrary symmetric hyperelliptic surfaces. We will make use of the symmetries these surfaces possess.
We say that a Riemann surface IF has an involutory mapping j, if j is an anti-conformal map of IF onto itself of period two. Corresponding to every differential cr on IF we form another differential cr as follows: if a = a(z)dx +b(z)dy near f, then d = a(j(z))dx -b(j(z))dy near j(f). We note the following relations:
/ff = I c? for any cycle c, c J y<c) (co, ff) = (co, ff).
From these relations it follows that a(j(c)) = -cr(c). For (a, <r*(c))=/cco = /y(c)co = (co, a*(j(c)), = (co, [a*(j(c))]~) = (co, [-ff(j(c))]*) since (ff)* = (-<r*)~ and (co)~ =co.
We say that a is symmetric if d=a, and anti-symmetric if <?=-cr. It follows that if c is homologous to j(c) then a(c) is anti-symmetric and if c is homologous to -j(c) then a(c) is symmetric. Such a decomposition is unique since symmetric and anti-symmetric differentials are perpendicular.
We now define an involutory mapping of the symmetric hyperelliptic Riemann surface onto itself as follows: if zEir+ then j(z) is z of ir-and if zEt-then j(z) is z of ir+.
In the following diagram we exhibit an explicit canonical homology basis for IF. The plane of the page will be rr+, and any part of a curve that is dashed will be considered to be in 7r_.
I i \a' \a-1 "'> \**' \ t >"6 ai i
With the exhibited homology basis we see that/(_!*) is homologous to Ak and /(73A) is homologous to -73*. Thus a(Aj) is anti-symmetric and a(73fc) is symmetric. Hence 21-L33 for this surface; therefore, we may apply Theorem 5 of §11.
In these examples the validity of the finite bilinear relation is not a new result since the surfaces are parabolic and the homology bases are of the type considered by Ahlfors [l] . However, we can assert for these symmetric surfaces that an analytic differential is determined by its 73 periods as well as its A periods. This follows by an obvious symmetric argument. Our next example shows that the results of Lemma 4 of the last section cannot hold in general. The surface will be a slit torus. Since this surface is of finite genus all forms of the bilinear relation are valid. We will exhibit two distinct analytic Schottky differentials which have an A period of one. To obtain the torus we identify the inner and outer edge of the annulus l = |z| ^4 by the map z->4z. We excise from the annulus the arc |z| =2, \d\ ^tt/4. Our slit torus thus has one boundary contour; consequently, all closed differentials are semi-exact. For a homology basis the circle ]z| =3 with the counter-clockwise orientation will be the A cycle, and the line segment starting at -1 and ending at -4 will be the 73 cycle. The anti-conformal map 3->4/g induces an anti-conformal selfmapping / of the slit torus with period two. Since j(A) is homologous to A and/(73) = -73, it follows that a(A) is orthogonal to a(73).
With these preliminaries we construct the two normal differentials. Let [July c6i be the normal differential as constructed in §11; that is, if a (B)=9+r where 0=tw*(,4), tAjt*(A), and a is real, then <pi--0 -id*. Then JA<pi = (cPi,a*(A)) = 1. Letcp2^-a(B)-ia*(B). Then (cp2,a*(A)) = (-a(B),a*(A)) = 1. If <pi = cp2 then 6=a(B) since 0 and a(B) are real differentials. But 0 = acr*(^)=cr (F) contradicts the fact that for this surface rAonr£ = 0. Thus cpiT^cpz. Both cpi and c/>2 are in rAo+r^ and thus are Schottky differentials.
Before proceeding to our next example, we prove a general result which will be necessary.
Lemma 3. Let W be a bordered surface, not necessarily finite. Let W be the interior of W and B be the border. If wEYho(W) then u can be extended to be harmonic on W and the extended u is zero along B.
Proof. Let W be the double of IF. Extend the definition of co to W -W so that co is anti-symmetric on IF. Call the extension oo. Choose PEB and A A parametric disk in IF centered at P. If we show that co and co* are orthogonal to all exact differentials of class C1 vanishing outside A, Weyl's lemma assures us that co can be defined at P to be harmonic. The proof of this orthogonality is essentially the same proof as in Ahlfors [3, pp. 11-14] . Assuming that co can be extended to be harmonic on all of IF, it follows that it is zero along B since it is anti-symmetric.
Theorem 4. Let W be a bordered surface, B the boundary and W the interior of W. Suppose that the double, W, of W is of class Ohd-Then any square integrable harmonic differential on W, defined on W and vanishing along B is of class Tho(W).
Proof. Suppose coETh(W) is defined on IF and vanishes along B. Then co = cr+T*, aETho(W), rEThe(W). We show that t = 0.
We may extend co by reflection to be anti-symmetric on IF. Call the extension cb. Since cr vanishes along B by Lemma 3, we extend it similarly to be c?. t* also vanished along B so we extend it to f* which is also anti-symmetric. Thus t is extended to f which is symmetric on IF. We now show f is exact and therefore zero since WEOhdSince t is exact on IF, Jcr = 0 for any cycle c homologous to a cycle contained entirely in IF or W-W. If c is not such a cycle, part of it lies in IF and part in W-W. Let cx = cC\W, and c2 = cHW -W. Let c{ be the reflection of C\. c{ lies in W-W. Then c = cx -c{ +c2+c{.
Therefore fcf=fei-e>f, since c2+ci lies entirely in W-W. But if j is the reflection of W in B, then j(ci -ci)=c(-ci, and so a(ci -c() is symmetric. Thus Jcf = (f, a*(ci -c{)) = 0 and f is symmetric, f vanishes on all cycles of W; thus f = 0 and so r = 0. Theorem 4 together with Lemma 3 generalizes to arbitrary bordered surfaces whose double is of class Ohd the result for finite surfaces IF that states thatrAo(F)=rA(,(IF).
Our next example is a surface for which Thm is strictly less than ThoC\The.
Since the equality of these two spaces is equivalent to the validity of the License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use special bilinear relation and since the generalized bilinear relation trivially implies the special bilinear relation, this example will give us a surface for which the generalized bilinear relation can hold for no exhaustion. On our surface Thm = 0. We will exhibit a nonzero differential of class Ti,or\The. Thus our surface will not be of class Ohd-The question of whether there are surfaces of class Ohd for which the generalized bilinear relation does not hold will be answered by our final example.
We start with the interior of the unit circle and an increasing sequence of positive numbers a" such that a"->1 as «-»<_. We choose b" so that a"<6"<a"+i, and let an denote the segment [an, bn] . We further require that the b"'s be chosen inductively so that the harmonic function u which is one on |-|=1 and zero on all the _" has finite Dirichlet norm.
Excise from the open unit disk the slits an and call the resulting slit unit disk Ui. Let C\ denote the circle | z| = 1 minus the point 1. To obtain our surface W, we double Ui simultaneously across all the boundary contours except C\; that is, we take an abstract reflection, Ui, of Ui and "glue" it to Ui along the slits, an.
Let d be the reflection of d. G and d are infinite boundary contours of W. Note that W has no dividing cycles; that is, Thm(W)=0. The function u is extended by reflection so that it is one on G and minus one on Ci. Thus du is of class The(W). Also du is zero along G and &. We conclude by Theorem 4 that du is of class Tho(W) by observing that if we double W across Ci and d the resulting surface is parabolic.
Our final example exhibits a surface for which the generalized bilinear relation does not hold for the most natural exhaustion. Our surface W is a symmetric transcendental hyperelliptic surface where the slits an are the intervals [2n -l, 2n] . With the canonical homology basis as depicted before we shall show:
(1) I a(An) -a(An-i)\\ is bounded as n-><~.
(2) | a(4")||->oo asw-><».
Since Tn-i(o-(An)-o-(An-j))=-a(An-j) this will suffice to show that ||r"|| -»°°. By Corollary 11 of §11 this will show that the generalized bilinear relation holds for no exhaustion for which the given homology basis is a canonical basis. Let us define the cycles {Cn} by Ci = ^4i and Cn = An -A"-i. Cn is thus the cycle which "circles" the slit an. We show first that ||a(C")|| is bounded as n-»oo. Leti?" be the annulus in ir+ 1/2^ \z-(2n -1/2)| S3/2, an annulus in W. Let g" be the harmonic function which is zero on |z -(2n-1/2) | = 1/2 and one on | z-(2n -1/2) | = 3/2. Extend the definition of _g" to be zero elsewhere on W. Then dgn is a closed differential on W. For <rCTh(W) (a, _g*) = -//""aA^gn=/aiengna=/c"a=(a, a*(Cn))-Since a(C") is the closed reproducing differential with minimum norm we have ||a(Cn)||2^||_g"||2 = 2x/log 3. The right hand side of this last inequality becomes infinite as n->«>, which completes the proof of the second part. This last example has further interest in that Pfluger [l] has shown that given co, aC^h, there is a subsequence «y depending on co and a such that This last example can be modified to give a canonical homology basis where the vector sum 21+93 is not closed in Tn. We obtain a new canonical homology basis A{, BI, A{, B2 , • ■ • from the old as follows: A'2.n = A2n, B'in = B2n, A'in-i = B2n-i, and 732"_i= -Ain-i-If 21' is the span of the a(A')'s and 93' is the span of the a(73')'s then 21'+93' is not closed, for
